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HWCC Regular Stuff

Wednesdays @ West Wycombe Village Hall
7:15pm Core Fitness & Keep-fit or Turbo
This is designed to strengthen your core and im-
prove your fitness.  New or interested members
welcome.

9:00pm    Pub chat.
After Keep-fit join us for a chat.

Sundays @ High Wycombe High Street
9am   Club Runs.

The main group goes at a steady pace and no-one
gets left behind.  The distance varies between 50
- 80 miles but there is always a cafe stop mid way
to refuel.
At times there will be other faster or slower
groups depending on the numbers that turn
up.
For all other information keep a check on the
Club’s Message Board at
www.highwycombecc.org/wheels

Governing Bodies not
communicating, not
inter-working and not
liaising agreeing
protocols, interlocking
rules and laws could
well cause the downfall
off the professional side
of cycling. Proof being
the unwarranted and
cock handed exclusion
of certain teams from
this 2008 edition of the

Giro dtalia .
When I saw this years team list for the Giro I
was shocked and stunned, why do we have to
sit through this comedy!! Why indeed. It’s all
because ASO and the UCI don’t get on! Both
governing bodies want a piece of the pie and jobs for the organisations
pen pushing boys!! If the current exclusion and cherry picking of
team entries for classic events being run by either organization
continues I can see cycling going the same way as boxing with
hundreds of governing bodies and no real controlling body equals, no
respect and in the end no sponsorship.
In the end opportunity knocks though and so much can be gained if
clear heads take stock of the situation. Events like the Tour of America
and the infant Tour of Russia (and the Tour of China) are in early
stages and could seriously globalise cycling’s image and appeal.
We shall see what happens as the gloves are obviously now off one
thing is clear; we are on the brink of total failure or a new Era . . . .
Fingers crossed
Chippo

If 40 is the new 30
then welcome to
the triumphant
30th issue! Nah,
too confusing, in
it’s current guise
The Sprocket is
40 issues old this
month, it’s older
than me!  Older
doesn’t mean wiser most often
though does it?  I mean entering a
race that is 8 days long, that’s not
wise and definately not clever since
we seem to getting ourselves into

tougher and tougher events as we get older.
A new challenge each year certainly is ex-
cellent to focus your mind and push your body
plus, in this case, we get to help a local
charity.  If you haven’t donated yet then please
www.justgiving.com/
CBCTransGermanyRace and just make a
small donation to help these children that
benefit from the
Child Bereavement Charity.

As another year gets started we regret the loss of
yet another cyclist at the hands of a motorist, Na-
tional Champion Jason MacKintyre was killed in
Scotland last month.  At a time when cycling has re-
ceived a £120million grant from the government &
won £50million of lottery money as voted by the gen-
eral public it seems that people, not just you and me
but normal people who drive cars and jump on a bike
when it’s sunny, are behind cycling as a sport or
hobby.  So why do so many drive without the ability
to ‘see’ people riding bikes until it’s too late?
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Saddle Safari will provide a complete service giving you a
fixed price and a fixed collection time.

Photo courtesy Trew Image
Professional Photography    www.trewimage.co.uk

Check out our blog!
www.thesprocket.co.uk/blog
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Getting Fixed Up - Simon Hughes

Having been seduced by the old timers’ tales of the souplesse and improved pedalling technique to be
gained from that peculiar British winter sport of “riding fixed”, I felt the urge to take the plunge and treat
myself to my first fixed wheel bicycle.

On investigating the range of fixed bikes, I was struck at the choice available in this small, but increasingly
trendy niche market.  The choice seemed to boil down to either a DIY job lovingly created from a selection of
80’s cast offs and personally imported Japanese exotica, or a rather less cool, but more immediately
available, off the shelf piece of kit.  Having opted for the later, I was also pleasantly surprised by how
reasonably priced such bikes are compared to certain Italian exotica.  The decision was then finally made
following a visit to the Bike Show in Olympia, a chat with Mark Haylett of Specialized and a study of the 2008
Specialized Langster.

One of the attractions of the Langster for me is that it’s available in a 61cm (B-B center to top) frame with a
60cm top-tube, ideally suited for the taller rider.  It’s based on a compact aluminium frame and whilst it’s
clear that it’s built to a budget, it has a good mix of Specialized and third party branded components,
including some nice touches such as the carbon forks, although quite what the point of a carbon wrapped
aluminium seat post is, I’m not sure?  Given my propensity for flexing all but the stiffest frames, the Langster
performs well, giving a firm but comfortable ride.  Whilst I was initially sceptical about the Specialized Comp
Road saddle, being a long time devotee of the Fizik Arione, it’s proved to be very comfortable even for rides
of over 50 miles.  I’m sure the Alex R500 rims and Specialized spokes fitted to 32 hole hubs are not the lightest
in the world, in practice they have proved to be very durable, not yet having to be trued, which is particularly
impressive given my history of “bending” wheels. Although it is sold as a “fixed”, it in fact comes with a flip-
flop hub, one side fitted with a 16 tooth fixed cog and the other a 16 tooth freewheel, for those big descents
or when the fixed just gets too much.  With a 42 tooth chainring and 16 at the rear you get a 69" gear, which
I’ve found to be sufficient for all but the longest / steepest climbs, whilst not being too “spiny” for the
descents. Aside from swapping out the seat post, for a full carbon one I had in the garage, the pads for some
Kool-Stop Salmon’s and the toe clip pedals for some Speedplay Frog’s, I’ve tried to leave the bike as-is.

So what’s it like to ride a fixed?  Simply put, I find it’s a whole lot of fun.  There is something very compelling
about riding fixed, in that once you are clipped in to the pedals, you are very much as one, man and
machines, your fates bound inextricably together.  There is also a beautiful simplicity in only having one gear;
when you want to go faster, you pedal faster, when you want to slow down, you pedal slower and when
you’re faced with a hill, unless you want to get off and walk, you have to get out of the saddle.  The man /
bike seems to also develop its own kind of momentum which is hard to describe, but it feels as though once
you’re up to speed, it’s like a giant flywheel, as much as you are pedalling the bike, it is also “pushing” you
along. I’m also reminded of the line from the film Apocalypse Now, where one of the soldiers is advised to
“never get off the boat”, but in the case of a fixed it would be “never stop pedalling”.  Simple enough
advice, but it’s only when you are riding fixed that you start to appreciate how much time is spent
freewheeling on a geared bike, particularly when going down hill.
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Now At Cycle Care!

Eddy Merckx bikes.
All hand made at the
Merckx factory in Bel-
gium and now avail-
able in any specifica-
tion you desire.   The
light, impressive car-
bon CHM is flying out
the door as the most
popular choice.  Fully
built up with Campagnolo Veloce 10 speed groupset is amazing value at just
£1299.  Either a race bike, sportive bike or, at this price your year long bike,
dont miss this offer!

Cycle Care, 225 Desborough Road, HIGH WYCOMBE, Bucks, HP11 2QW Tel: (01494) 447908
email:  info@cyclecare.co.uk

Down hills on a fixed can also be a scream in more ways than one; unless you use the brakes (of which the
Langster has both front and rear), then you have to match your pedalling to your rate of descent and with
practice you can find yourself sustaining previously unimaginably high cadences (my PB is 145 rpm).  The trick
I’ve found is to remember to start applying the brakes long before your legs run out of spin, because if you
leave it too late, it starts to feel like the bike is riding you and not the other way round.

Similarly depending on the gradient, on climbs you can find yourself maintaining unimaginably low cadences,
either that or you find yourself riding out of the saddle for longer than you ever though possible.  I’ve also
come to appreciate that climbing out of the saddle on a fixed is also different, in that you don’t seem to
have that “dead spot” in the stroke that you find on a geared bike; as long as the bike is moving forwards,
the rising pedal is carried up smoothly as the descending pedal is pushed down.

You also begin to develop a greater sense of anticipation in your efforts to never stop pedalling when
approaching junctions and in order to avoid the indignity of a clunky re-start.  Unlike a geared bike where you

have the ability to push the pedal
up to the one o’clock position in
anticipation of launching yourself
from the junction, with a fixed you
have to brake the front wheel, take
the weight off the rear wheel and
drag the pedal around before you
can even think of setting off again.

So with some 400 fixed miles in the
bag, I’m still enjoying it and have
even fitted a set of clip-on aero bars,
in anticipation of the clubs annual
medium gear time trial.  I suspect
though that riding fixed on the road,
is a bit like Marmite, you’ll either
really love it or loathe it!

Getting Fixed Up - Simon Hughes (cont)
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Etape du Tour Recon 2008
The 2008 L’Etape du Tour will once again grace the Pyrenees, and after
the gruelling 5 Col challenge of 2007 this shorter stage combined
with only two (albeit serious) climbs will provide not only an
achievable challenge for experienced riders aiming to
improve their medal standing but also an excellent
entry point for Etape debutants.

2008 Etape Recon & Luchonnaise

27th May - 1st June
27.05.08 Arrive Toulouse - Transfer to Villa
28.05.08   Etape recon stage 1 (approx 75k)
29.05.08 Etape recon stage 2 (approx 75k)
30.05.08 Rest day (Free ride)
31.05.08 Luchonnaise - (108k or 150k)
01.06.08   Depart Toulouse - Transfer

As with last year, Peak Times will provide entrants with an opportunity to recon the stage well
in advance of the Etape itself, riding the route over two days providing a great insight into the
challenge itself and a guide to how your preparation in progressing.

Limited to 6 riders, you will be staying at Villa Portillon where you will receive a warm and
hospitable welcome and excellent cuisine tailored to meet needs of riders in training.

As an optional extra the Peak Times Etape Recon is also timed to coincide with the
“Luchonnaise” a well supported Cyclosportive centred around Bagneres de Luchon where

you can expect up to 1000 riders tackling the various distances
that take in a number of the classic cols of the le Tour.

Entrance fee: Approx 30 (not included)
Important Note:

Accommodation for the Etape
is normally reserved well in

advance therefore guests
that book the Etape

Recon will receive
preference for the

Etape Weekend
itself plus a 10%

discount.
(Prices to be

announced shortly)

Price includes:
Private transfers from and to Toulouse (see note 1)
5 nights accommodation at Villa Portillon (see

note 2)
Hearty breakfast each morning
Picnic lunch and refreshments for each recon day
Afternoon hot refreshments and home made cakes
4 course evening meal with wine for 4 nights

Note 1: AM arrival and departure only
Note 2: Prices per person based on two sharing
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Saddle Safari, Crown Lane, Off Spittal Street, Marlow, Buckinghamshire, SL7 3HL.
Telephone/Fax 01628 477020.   http://ww.saddlesafari.co.uk
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The HWCC Trans Germany Blog

Visit http://neilwragg.motionbased.comand http://pmorriss.motionbased.comand see where we’ve been training inGoogle Earth!

WWW.JUSTGIVING.COM/
CBCTransGermanyRace

Fresh back from the HWCC training camp in Majorca,
what can I say. The weather was superb again but due
to me falling off in the UK on Ice I was somewhat crap
on some of the damp roads and even worse than crap
going down mountains. However, im pretty much over

the jitters now and am looking forward
to training in the rain (yes, that’s a joke).
As usual the camp involved the usual
swanking about with some pros who
seem to follow me every year to
Majorca, George Hincapie wouldn’t
leave me alone and as for Hammond
, Cav and Brad those guys need a
restraining order banging on them ,
shhheeee they wouldn’t leave me

alone .
Overall my goal was to get in 4 to 5 hours a day

and I pretty much achieved that except for the last day
as I had a large hangover and couldn’t peddle the bike
much (Bier Konnigsbar ) . I know getting a hangover isn’t
good training but I need to get my lactic alcohol balance
right for the Trans Germany so in my view it was training
and it hurt so it must have been good for me.
Now After flying like a God uphill on my first Club run
after Majorca I died like a fat jelly on a 3 wheeler on the
hilly 50, I took a wrong turn and missed out about 2 miles
and ended up on my own into a head wind on the road to
Aston hill, deep joy. I completed but my legs and back
felt like I was abducted by aliens and pumped full of pure
lactic acid,,,oh the burn . So lesson learned, only one
day off a week and cycle every day according to my
training plan, follow the force Luke and you will find
enlightenment …….oh , also , im on a diet , not touched
a sugar in my tea or coffee so far this year , small
portions , low carbs , fruit veg  you know the deal  , I will
add my weight every week – Currently 14 stone 2 lbs ,,,
what a lard arse ,,, I thank you .
Chippo

Check out our blog!
www.thesprocket.co.uk/blog

As Chippo said, the Mallorca
training Camp went really
well, check out
neilwragg.motionbased.com
for all the routes we did (apart
from the staggered one
Chippo took back from the
German Bierkeller on the
Saturday night!).
Since then though I’ve been
out riding but suffering from a
cough, cold and seasonal
affected disorder.  But then
that’s pretty normal in January
for me!  This is exactly the
reason why I enter these
events, something to look
forward to in these depressing
months.  Actually Jan hasn’t been too bad,
we missed all the appalling rain whilst in Mallorca!
A great piece of news is that we have been supplied
with two carbon hardtail montain bikes from Trek for
the event.  These hassle-free light and very quick bikes
are ideal for the Trans Germany event as the terrain
looks to be more meadow and woodland singletrack
than Alpine rocks and anything that would require
energy sapping rear suspension.
Another hassle I am about to remove is contact lenses.
Courtesy of Optical Express in Reading who are
supporting our event I’m getting laser eye surgery to
forever eliminate the problems of cycling and wearing
contact lenses.  No more will I have to take spare
lenses on trips like this and all the ‘laboratory
equipment’ that goes with them!  No longer will I have
to cut short surfing sessions as I’ve washed out a
lens into the Atlantic and no longer will I have to remove

a mud covered lens and lick it
clean before putting it back in my
eye in the middle of a ride!
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Saddle Safari, Crown Lane, Off Spittal Street, Marlow, Buckinghamshire, SL7 3HL.
Telephone/Fax 01628 477020.   http://ww.saddlesafari.co.uk

Every day, 11 children in the UK under the age of 15 die as a
result of illness or accident

Every year, around 20,000 children and young people under 18 experience the death of a parent
Every year, one baby in a hundred dies before, at or soon after birth – that is 18 babies a day.
The Child Bereavement Charity (CBC), founded in 1994, provides specialised information, support and training to
all those affected when a baby or child dies, or when a child is bereaved.

By learning continuously from children and parents, CBC leads the way in improving the quality of care offered by
professionals to such families, both in the immediate crisis and during the long grieving process following the

death of someone important in their lives.

The Child Bereavement Charity (CBC) is a unique national charity
working to help grieving families when a child dies and when a
child is bereaved. No other charity offers this specialised service.
By listening to both children and parents, CBC leads the way in
improving the care offered to such families both in the immediate
crisis and the many months following a death. We help grieving
families both directly through our information and support service,
our online forum and our Buckinghamshire based groups and
indirectly through training and supporting professionals who come
into contact with those families.

Paul Morrissey and Neil Wragg from the High Wycombe Cycling Club are

attempting the hardest challenge of their lives and are taking this opportunity

to raise awareness and funds for the Child Bereavement Charity. 
  All costs

are being funded by Neil & Paul.

“The Trans Germany is a professional mountain bike race from West to East

Germany.  W
e are up against professionally supported teams from across

Europe.“

Over 800 kilometres in distance and 60,000 feet of uphill cycling across the

mountain ranges must be completed in just 8 days.

The more you give really will make training on the bike all through the winter

worthwhile, so please give generously.”

http://www.justgiving.com/cbctransgermanyrace
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New to Cycle Care is Garmin - the leading
GPS bike specific systems.

We are now an official “Mavic R-SYS Test
Centre” which means not only do with have
the latest top of the range Mavic road wheel
in stock (in both Shimano and Campagnolo
versions) but we also have a demo/test pair
that HWCC members can borrow for a
weekend to try out.
RRP is £805 but we are doing a special
HWCC price of only £695 pair!!!

For those who are thinking about mountain
biking, how about the bargain of the century
- the new 2008 Scott Aspect 45 disc
with alloy frame, lockout
front forks and
hydraulic
d i s c
brakes for
only £399.
 Amazing.....

The 2008 Chiltern Hundred
Challenge cyclosportive.
The Gran Fondo is an
uncompromising road romp across 171
km of the toughest and most
picturesque terrain in the Chilterns.
From Great Missenden the route runs
north east through Chesham,
Berkhamstead, to Dunstable Downs
before heading south west along the
Chilterns scarp slope, with the biggest
and steepest hills.
Team entry available - a first for UK
Cyclosportives!

Check the Message Board for team
details - highwycombecc.org/wheels

Armstrong to make profit
from LiveStrong

There’s a ton of health and wellness
sites on the web. But that isn’t
deterring Lance Armstrong and a
company called Demand Media Inc.
from moving forward with plans to
launch LiveStrong.com.

This will be a for-profit venture,
differentiating it from LiveStrong.org, the
not-for-profit home of the Lance
Armstrong Foundation for cancer
victims.

LiveStrong.com is expected to go live
in the second quarter this year. It’s
planned to have many features of a
social site, covering a range of health
issues with blogs (including one by
Lance), chat rooms, videos and other
tools visitors can use to share content
and interact.

LiveStrong.com will link to
LiveStrong.org, but the new site will not
focus on cancer issues.

High Wycombe CC
Water Bottles !!

Just £3
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The Intolerant motorist – Simon Hughes

Over the last month I’ve had the opportunity to get out on the bike more regularly than ever and whilst for the most
part it has been great fun, the attitude and behaviour of some motorists has on some
occasions left me shaken my head in despair.  Lest I be accused of being anti-motorist,
let me just say that I’m what you’d describe as an “enthusiastic” driver and in no way
anti-car. Nevertheless, I do wonder what is going through the minds of certain drivers
when they choose to abuse and harass cyclist as they do?

In one recent incident, myself and some fellow riders were riding at a decent pace
along a quiet main road, when a motorist pulled along side us, gesturing at the shared
use pavement/cycleway to our left. Obviously frustrated that we weren’t getting the
message, he then pulled in front and stopped, in an attempt to make sure we got off
the road.  Having been forced to stop, one of our riders then tapped on his window, to
politely ask him what he was playing at.  Faced with four burly cyclists, the driver was
reluctant to wind the window down, but when he did; his explanation for his actions
was that we were in “breach” of the Highway Code, by not using the cycleway!  What
shocked me most was not so much the drivers own ignorance of the Highway Code, but
rather his belief that it was somehow his right or duty to “enforce” the rules when it
comes to cyclists.  I couldn’t imagine that he’d try the same on fellow motorists, so why
did he think cyclist were fair game?

I’ve also witnessed a number of instances of motorists who have been held up, in many
cases only ever so briefly, by a group of cyclists and have then on passing them, vented
their frustration through the use of the horn or abusive language.  Even in those cases
where the “delay” has been down to hesitation or the lack of confidence on the part of
the motorist when it comes to carrying out the overtaking manoeuvre, it’s the still the
cyclists fault. Having witnessed motorist passing horse riders, I’ve never seen similar
behaviour.

Unfortunately this country
doesn’t have the same
cycling tolerant culture of
some parts of the continent
and our roads are expected
to cope with ever
increasing traffic volumes,
so what’s the answer?
Cycleways and to some
degree legislation
obviously help, but unless
there is some effort to
ensure motorists
develop a more tolerant
attitude to cyclists;
maybe as part of driving
test and also by getting
more kids on bikes (as
our future drivers), it
seems as though the
problem can only get
worse.



Mallorca Training Camp
January 2008
James ‘built like a condom full of walnuts’ Norris, Dave ‘I think tomorrow should
be a recovery day’ Hawkins, Paul ‘wanted: stabilisers’ Morrissey, Clive ‘what
do you mean you have a boyfriend now’ Nicholls, Gareth ‘if I had my own
dwarf I’d dress it in a tuxedo’ Batson, Paul ‘an elf wouldn’t beat a dwarf in a
fight cos it’s a mythical beast’ Mace, Brent ‘years in the SAS was good prepa-
ration for the Konnig bar’ Holmes and myself, Neil ‘suggestions on the Message
Board if you want this gap completed’ Wragg took ourselves off to our annual
Mallorcan pilgramage.   This is the fourth year staying at the Pueblo Parc Hotel
in Arenal on the island and every year so far we’ve had weather as beautiful
as shown in this photo taken at the base of the climb to the monastery at
Randa.
For the daily price of a pair of winter overshoes we get to ride for six hours
each day then fill ourselves silly from the extensive buffet restaurant in the ho-
tel.
Normally we have to share our hotel with various pro teams and riders.  In the
past it’s been Floyd Landis & Axel Merkcx from Phonak, last year was
Alssandro Valverde  and this year was no exception.  The team formally
known as T-Mobile, now Team High Road Sports had to form an orderly queue
behind Team High Wycombe CC for the scrambled eggs each morning!  Not
only that but, as we discovered if you treat the team’s mechanics right you get
your bike serviced before George Hincapie gets his
done!
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From The Times December 27, 2007

What’s smug and deserves to be decapitated?Matthew
Parris: My Week
A festive custom we could do worse than foster would be stringing
piano wire across country lanes to decapitate cyclists. It’s not just
the Lycra, though Heaven knows this atrocity alone should be a
capital offence; nor the helmets, though these ludicrous items of
headgear are designed to protect the only part of a cyclist that is
not usefully employed; nor the self-righteousness, though a small
band of sports cyclists on winter’s morning emits more of that than
a cathedral at evensong; nor even the brutish disregard for all other
road users, though the lynching of a cyclist by a mob of mothers
with pushchairs would be a joy to witness.
No, yet another cyclist-generated horror – and a new one – has
come to my attention this Christmas. They’re chucking their empty
cans of hi-energy drinks into hedgerows as they pass.

Bin-liners in hand, a group of us, infused with the seasonal good-
will that illuminates this column, of course, decided to walk a mile
of a pretty and winding lane that had become particularly badly
littered this winter, and collect it all. It’s amazing how much of the
stuff there is when you start looking, and we ended up with a whole
sackful. And what was the principal offending item? Plastic bottles
and empty cans of Lucozade, Gatorade and other blood-sugar-
boosting products were lodged high in hedgerows at cyclist level.
Forgive me, but pedestrians were not the culprits here.

What is the carbon footprint of a panting, sugar-gulping, choco-
late-chewing, Lycra-clad leisure-cyclist? a) His or her journey is
totally unnecessary; b) whole convoys of cargo boats steam the
Atlantic to bring the molasses to be energy-intensively refined for
them; and c) the chemical processes that generate the vile mate-
rials that clothe, shoe and helmet a cyclist – not a man-made fibre
among them – will be poisoning entire provinces of China.

But it’s the bad manners one cannot forgive. Driving or walking,
don’t you just hate the way that, riding two or three abreast, they
shout and curse at you or whir their angry little bells, as though it’s
your problem that they need to clear the way? In just one little posse
of these monsters there are levels of self-satisfaction that could
power a small religious crusade.

Does cycling turn you into an insolent jerk? Or are insolent jerks
drawn disproportionately to cycling?

WHO IS SMUG & DESERVED TO BE DECAPITATED....

Back at Christmas the Times columnist and ex-MP Matthew
Parris inflamed and offended cyclists with his ‘misjudged’
article title
‘What is smug and deserves to be decapitated?’

In case you missed it, here it is in full...

The Press Compaints Commission
registered more complaints about this
story than any other printed in 2007, but
their reply was thus.... Various v The Times

The Commission wished first to acknowledge
the strong concerns raised by many
complainants that the article was an incitement
to violence against cyclists.  It was clear that
Mr Parris’ remarks about decapitating cyclists
– whatever his (presumably humorous)
intention had been – had caused considerable
disquiet.  Indeed, the Commission was pleased
to note that he had apologised for his
comments in his column of 3 January.
However, suggestions that the article was, as
a result of the remarks, a breach of the criminal
law were not matters for the PCC.  The
Commission’s task is to examine complaints
that are framed within the terms of the Code
of Practice and it could do no more in this
instance.

As such, while noting the anger the article had
caused, the question for the Commission to
answer was whether it was in breach of the
Code.  It concluded that it was not.
With regard to Clause 1 (Accuracy), a number
of complainants had suggested that the article
erred by claiming that cyclists were responsible
for littering hedgerows along country lanes.
Clause 1 says that “the press, while free to be
partisan, must distinguish clearly between
comment, conjecture and fact”.  On this
occasion, noting that the article was obviously
marked as being a platform for Mr Parris’ own
views and experiences, the Commission
considered that the newspaper had sufficiently
distinguished conjecture from fact.  It was
undoubtedly the columnist’s opinion that
cyclists were responsible for the littering he
had encountered; he was entitled to present
his view robustly.
Clause 12 (Discrimination).  Clause 12 lists a
number of things that the press must not refer
to pejoratively when talking about an individual:
race, colour, religion, gender, sexual orientation,
physical or mental illness or disability.
Preferred method of transport is not included
in the list.
Since the Commission had found the article
not to breach any of these Clauses, it
concluded that there was no breach of the
Code of Practice overall.



Scottish cycling champion with Olympic hopes who died
training on the roads
Champion cyclist Jason MacIntyre, who died aged 34 on 15 January, 2008, after a
road accident near Fort William, was rated as one of Scotland’s best athletes.
He had represented Scotland at the Commonwealth Games and was hoping to
compete at this year’s Beijing Olympics after having his best season to date in 2007.
He died in hospital after colliding with a van on the A82 while training.
Mr MacIntyre was born on 20 September, 1973, in Lochgilphead on Scotland’s west
coast and his family moved north to Fort William when he was 10.
After school he began training as a lithographer
but took up competitive cycling at 18. He trained
himself and soon began to show great promise.
At 23 he won the Irish Tour of the North race.

After the premature birth of his twin daughters he took three years out of the sport to
help his wife care for them. On his return in 2000 he won the Scottish Hill Climb
Championship, but began specialising in time trial events after knee surgery forced him
to rethink plans to compete in road races at the 2002 Commonwealth Games in
Manchester.
Though he finished 15th at the Games, time trial success soon came to him. He was a
three-time Scottish Olympic TT Champion, winning the event in 2002, 2005 and 2007.
This put him in strong contention for the 2008 Olympics after he beat his nearest rival
by more than four seconds in the latest event.
His other achievements included becoming the first Scot to win the British 25-Mile
Championship – one of the most prestigious competitions in the sport – in 2006 and retained it in 2007. He also broke a
long-standing Scottish record in a 10-mile race in July 2007.

MacIntyre is survived by his wife, Caroline, and twin daughters Chloe and Morgan.

Arctic 2008 V London Marathon

www.justgiving.com/arctic2008
£12,800 Raised To Date

Usually, this press release would start along the lines of, “Not content with running a successful software
company, managing director Steven Smith will be taking part in such and such an event for charity...”

In this instance, it’s a case of, “Not content with freezing his backside off in the Arctic in February 2008,
Professional IT managing director Steven Smith, and his brother Timothy, will be pushing their pain

thresholds even higher by running in the 2008 London Marathon in order to raise further funds for the
Motor Neurone Disease Association.”

Steven is no stranger to endurance events having taken part in the 2005 London-Paris, 2007 London-
Amsterdam cycle ride again for charity, and maintains a personal training regime that would put many

athletes to shame. However, he and Timothy will find out just how much heart they have
during the forthcoming marathon, especially when they cross over Tower Bridge and

turn right towards Docklands, seeing the faster runners coming towards them ten
miles ahead! Then, of course, there’s “the wall”, that point at 20-21 miles when

there’s nothing left in the legs and it’s heart and mind that will carry them over
the finish line of the world’s greatest race.

Glutton for punishment he may be, but the funds that Steven and his family are
raising will help the MND Association continue their research into a disease

that affects over 5,000 people a year in the UK alone.
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Trail Breaks flagship cyclosportive, Southern Sportive 2008
has opened for booking and although the event is not until
September 14th, places are already selling faster than ever. Event
capacity is set at 1,500 riders for this year and the event is expected
to be a sell out once again.
Now in it’s third year, the Southern Sportive is establishing itself
as one of the UK’s classic rides. The course has been widely
praised for it’s stunning scenery and rider friendly, flowing roads,
all complimented by top notch organisation, route marking and
support.
As in previous years, there will be a choice three distance (155k,
112k or 71k) on a route that will be largely unchanged from 2007.
“We’ve had such good feedback about the flow of the course
that we don’t want to spoil it just for the sake of change.”, say
organisers Trail Break. “It’s a real riders course. It’s proved itself
as a well balanced route with the capacity to challenge and
reward you in equal measure. We think it’s the perfect late season
ride and we won’t make any alterations without good reason.”

Full details of Southern Sportive 2008 and online booking can
be found at http://www.trailbreak.co.uk/southernsportive/ and
the Sunday Sportives at http://www.trailbreak.co.uk/sundaysportive/.
Trail Break can be contacted on 0118 976 2491.

The real winners this year are going to be the Sunday Sportive rides – people are getting the
message that they offer all or more than most “big Sportive” events with full support, SI timing,
route downloads and full web tech back up but are pitched at a very reasonable price. Our aim is
to offer an event that can be taken on regularly leaving the rider free to pick the couple of leg
breaker events (if they want to) to be the peak of their season.
There is no compromise on the routes either – we will never claim they are going to be leg breakers
or would we ever want to!!. They offer the best riding in that area, on quite roads and take care to
avoid difficult junctions etc. I like to feel that the rides flow and have a general good feeling to
them. But saying that for the top rider they should still be a very good challenge and for the
beginner maybe that peak they have been training for. With three distances we hope the developing
sportive riders sees these as a way to develop. I do feel that a lot of the Uk sportive events are
losing the plot and forgetting about giving riders a good day out and a challenge that leaves
them feeling good about their ability!!
We have noticed already that they seem to be attracting clubs to enter on mass. With this in mind
for every 10 club riders signing up we are giving the 11 free. We are also willing to give under 18’s
half price if entering from a club. We understand that to train and race as a junior you have to
enter a lot of events.

Cyclosportives are the biggest thing in participation cycling right now
for one simple reason; they make great road riding open to everyone.
The Sunday Sportives take that principle a stage further. These are a
series of superb sunday road rides, run to a popular sportive format
and pitched a step down in difficulty from a full on Cyclosportive.
They’re a perfect training event to keep you sharp through the sportive
season as well as a great introduction to the cyclsportive format for the
newcomer.
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Saddle Safari
 Crown Lane, Off Spittal
Street, Marlow SL7 3HL.

Tel 01628 477020.
www.saddlesafari.co.uk

The full Sunday sportive program covers 6 events
April 27th Princess Risborough,
riding the Chilterns which already has more riders pre-entered than did the 2007
event)
May 11th Duncton, riding the South Downs.
June 8th Wantage, riding the Ridgeway
July 6th Reigate, riding the North downs and into Kent
August 17th Woodcote, riding the Chilterns and Thames valley.
Sept 14th – The big SOUTHERN SPORTIVE.
Oct 12th Bramely Riding the Northdowns central area.

Wayhay , did you read last months cycle
sport  magazine with the Gregg lemond
articles . Fantastic, I love that guys approach
to training, music to my ears and I quote “
to loose weight long miles suck, what’s
needed is one hours turbo a day  with 15
second full burst intervals ( increasing the
time periods by 10% every week for a set
time period ) with 15 sec rests “ Gregg said
that this way the rider avoids the hunger

brought on by long rides thus avoiding the rider stuffing himself silly
upon his or her return form the Ride . Also it seems our man Malcolm
Elliot isn’t a million miles away from this approach, Malcolm still
believes that you need to do some long rides to build up endurance
but says that to race you need to train at race pace, so you need to
practice riding for 5 minutes at 22-25 mph then rest and do it again,
it’s the only way for you to get your clever body to adapt to race
pace, it will soon do so etc.

So I guess
it’s a case
of pain
really is
gain we
shall see

Planet Chippo

COVER
STORY
This month’s cover pic is Clive
Nicholls winning the Elite category
race at Hillingdon circuit at the end of
January.
As you can see the second placed
rider has sat up resigned to second
spot after the two sprinted out the last
200 metres. The pair were about 40
seconds in the lead from the 40 or so
chasing bunch (out of
sight) . The second placed rider Paul
Pickup is an Elite class rider and
current series leader of the winter
race series at Hillingdon circuit.
Clive is still only a third category rider
as he has
limited road race experience.

But that could change this season.....

The picture is by
Dennis G Sackett
www.cyclingphotos.org.uk



A NEW TYPE OF
MOISTURISER
Udderly SMOOth®
moisturiser cream is an
amazing moisturiser for
adults and children.
It is a unique moisturiser
that will keep your skin
moisturised without any
greasy residue.
It ’s non-greasy, non-
staining properties prevent
chapped, sore and dry skin
without even marking
paper with greasy marks
from your fingers.
Use on your face, hands,
feet or anywhere on the
body this is amazing
cream for children,
sportsmen, gardeners,
athletes, water sports
enthusiasts, cyclists,
eczema suffers, even
office workers who have
to handle dry paper all
day without making a
mess!

Relieves
• Nappy rash
• Soreness caused by breast-feeding
• Eczema
• Psoriasis
• Skin conditions caused by chemotherapy treatment
• Sunburn & Windburn
• Dry, Chapped Skin
• Dryness caused by handling paper & documents
• Cracked heels
• Sporting activities:
• Ski-ing & Snowboarding
• Cycling
• Scuba diving
• Surfing
• Watersports such as yachting, sailing, canoeing, kayaking
• Horse riding
• Hiking
• Golf
• Swimming
• Gardening
• Paper cuts
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“I received your samples
and my partner used the
cream after a 400km bike
ride had left her skin in a
bit of a state due to the
combined effects of the
sun, wind & rain.
The cream has done a
fantastic job at repairing
the damage in a very short
space of time and I’ve
ordered a tube from you.
She intends doing Paris-
brest-Par is this year
(1200km non-stop)”

Mark R

AVAILABLE FROM HIGH WYCOMBE’s



GUIDANCE FOR CLUB RUNS
Our aim is to make the club run enjoyable for everyone. These few rules if followed can help to ensure
this. Non-members are welcomed to join us but please obey our rules and we look forward to you
becoming a member.

Conduct: When riding with the club you must:
· Behave in a manner that represents the club in a good light
· Act for your own and others safety and well-being
· Respect your fellow club members and members of the public
· Adhere to the Highway Code and all traffic regulations as enforced by all relevant

local authorities

EQUIPMENT: it is a good idea to carry spare inner tubes, tyre levers, pump, money, food and
drink.  You never know if you will be on your own.

MUDGUARDS: are considered essential during the winter months.  A rear mudguard with an
extended flap is the minimum requirement, as the riders behind you don’t enjoy
getting wet and muddy.  If you have no mudguards it is preferred if you ride at the
back of the group.

COMMUNICATION: warn other cyclists of obstacles like potholes, glass, parked cars and advise horse
riders of your approach.

THE DO’S
RIDE: in pairs unless circumstances indicate single file to be more appropriate.
ROTATING: within the group to share riding at the front.
ADOPTING: a pace appropriate for ALL members.
ALLOWING: the group to reform if it should become disrupted for any reason.
IF: you drop off the back for any reason inform the group.  Loudly if necessary.
THE DON’TS Allowing gaps to open up within the group as this disrupts following riders.

Signal for cars to overtake us, as we could be liable if an accident occurs.
HALF WHEELING: trying to push the pace up at the front.
WHITE LINING: riding down the middle of the road.
BEHAVIOUR: that is considered offensive.

Phrases Often Used On Club Runs:
CAR UP – OIL UP: vehicle coming up behind.
CAR DOWN – OIL DOWN: vehicle approaching in front.
EASY/EASE UP: slow down and /or be careful.
INSIDE: rider coming up the inside close to kerb.
ON THE LEFT: obstacle (parked car etc.)  immediately in front.
SINGLE UP/KEEP IN: go single file traffic trying to pass.
LIGHTS: traffic lights just ahead.
CHANGING: front riders in-group dropping back.
HOLE: hole or bad rut in the road.
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All rights reserved.  No part of  The Sprocket  Magazine may be reproduced or used in any form or by any means either
wholly or in part, without prior permission of the publisher.  Contact +44 1628 473419 or email sprocket@highwycombecc.org

HWCC Pin Ups
Sporting the latest addition to the club kit.  The
new Catlike helmets in club colours are mod-
elled by Raggy, Chippo and Ringo in Mallorca
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Margaret Wright
HWCC  General, Membership, &

Press Secretary
01844 217 517

margaret_wright@tiscali.co.uk

Date Coffee stop / Event Leader
January
Sunday 6th Dinton Pastures(If we can find it without Barry Roubaix) Jonathan Smith
Sunday 13th Winslow Geoff Powell
Sunday 20th Reliability Flat 50 mile
Sunday 27th Ashridge Andrew Mullis
February
Sunday 3rd Reliability Hilly 50 mile
Sunday 10th Waterperry Ian Sands
Sunday 17th Reliability 100 Km
Sunday 24th Chipperfield Tony Pennell
March
Sunday 2nd Benson Ian Waterman
Sunday 9th *Reliability 100 mile*See start times below
Sunday 16th Tring Garden Centre Tony Pennell
Sunday 23rd Runnymede (Easter Sunday) Simon Hughes
Monday 24th Waddesdon (Easter Monday)
Sunday 30th Wendover Peter Grace

April
Sunday 6th Henley Stuart Smith
Sunday 13th Winslow Paul Morrissey
Sunday 20th Hilly Ride to Pangbourne Geoff Powell
Sunday 27th Marsworth Andrew Mullis

For Club Runs and Reliability Trial information   contact   Club Captain Jonathan Smith 01628  474101 or
jonathanwsmith@aol.com   For more information/ maps etc.

Any Information of the above or and other   details contact:
Club Secretary: Margaret Wright - ‘Daronda’  51 Cromwell Avenue, Thame, Oxon  0x9 3TG
Tele/fax  01844 217517   margaret_wright@tiscali.co.uk

High Wycombe CC Club Runs List for January - April 2008
Meet at High Wycombe High St, leaving at 9:10am every Sunday
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